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Like many early immigrants, modern immigrants come to America to seek a better life.
These new citizens take the oath of citizenship after completing the naturalization process.
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Industrial Age and Immigration includes:
• over 75 nonfiction articles across a range of reading levels with multiple and diverse
perspectives
• 12 lessons for historical literacy that merge effective, foundational literacy practices with
approaches to reading and viewing historical articles and primary sources
• a collection of rich historical images and primary sources that provide an authentic view of
and unique insights into each topic
• a full color Digital Companion Resource that includes all of the reproducible texts, primary
source documents, and historical images is available online for projecting, group analysis,
or to use with remote learning.
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We believe these practices promote engagement and motivate kids to want to
find out more. When kids actively read, think, debate, discuss, and investigate,
they have the best shot at becoming enthusiastic students of history.
––Anne Goudvis and Steph Harvey
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t 14 million immigrants entered the United States
Liberty was a reassuring sign that they had arrived in
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